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Abstract

In fusion devices, ion retention and sputtering of materials are major concerns in the
selection of compatible plasma-facing materials (PFMs), especially in the context of their
microstructural conditions and surface morphologies. We demonstrate how surface roughness
changes ion implantation and sputtering of materials under energetic ion irradiation. Using a
new, sophisticated 3D Monte Carlo (MC) code, IM3D, and a random rough surface model,
ion implantation and the sputtering yields of tungsten (W) with a surface roughness varying
between 0–2 µm have been studied for irradiation by 0.1–1 keV D+, He+ and Ar+ ions. It is
found that both ion backscattering and sputtering yields decrease with increasing roughness;
this is hereafter called the ion radiation albedo effect. This effect is mainly dominated by the
direct, line-of-sight deposition of a fraction of emitted atoms onto neighboring asperities.
Backscattering and sputtering increase with more oblique irradiation angles. We propose a
simple analytical formula to relate rough-surface and smooth-surface results.
Keywords: ion radiation albedo effect, surface roughness, ion implantation and sputtering,
plasma-facing materials, Monte Carlo
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1. Introduction

thermal transport; this potentially evaporates the PFMs and
causes them to degrade or quench the core plasma. Ion (D/T/
He) retention and sputtering of PFMs are therefore major concerns in the selection of compatible PFMs in fusion reactors
[5–8]. PFMs in proposed fusion reactors must withstand lowenergy (10–1000 eV), high-flux (up to 1024 m−2 s−1) D/T/He
ions, high-energy neutrons (14.1 MeV) as well as high heat
fluxes up to 20 MW m−2 [7]. The surface morphology of

Ion beam and plasma processing are widely used to tailor
the geometric, mechanical, electronic, magnetic, and optical
properties of materials [1, 2]. Ion irradiation induces serious
radiation damage [3, 4], while plasma-surface interactions
affect the lifetime of the plasma-facing materials (PFMs) in
fusion reactors by inducing changes in surface roughness and
1741-4326/17/016038+12$33.00
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PFMs is dramatically modified, forming features like mounds,
fuzz, bubbles, pores, and blisters [8]. These surface features,
with a characteristic length scale LR comparable to the ion
penetration depth LI, can significantly affect the ion retention
and sputtering of PFMs. This in turn affects the further evo
lution of PFM surfaces, creating a complex, positive-feedback
evolution of PFM surface roughness.
In general, tungsten (W) surface features under high fluxes
of low-energy He-ion irradiation are attributed to bubble
bursting and/or loop punching caused by He-induced void
growth and physical sputtering [9, 10]. High implantation of
He atoms is also one of the key factors that generate bubble
growth, as inert gases stabilize radiation void nuclei, and the
subsequent formation of ‘tungsten fuzz’ [11]. He-induced W
surface nanostructures have thus been recognized as a potential drawback for W as a PFM, due to their inducing fragility,
degrading thermal transport, and the potential enhancement of
ion/fuel retention [12]. In a different context, techniques which
employ surface structuring by energetic ion bombardment,
including ion beam sputtering [13] and low-energy He-ion
irradiation [2], are established surface processing techniques.
For example, due to their high porosity (up to 90%), surface
fuzzy structures manifest their potential in various applications requiring high surface area and light absorption [2, 14].
However, the resulting complex surface morphology and its
effects on surface sputtering and erosion, H-isotope trapping
and release, have not been fully addressed [15]. Experimental
studies show that it is rather difficult to rely on a single quantity
to predict the behavior of materials after ion/plasma exposure
[2]. It is therefore essential to understand the fundamental and
practical aspects of irradiated materials in the context of their
microstructural conditions and surface morphologies [15].
Recent studies have found that ion retention [16] and
physical sputtering [2, 12, 17–21] respectively increase and
decrease due to surface roughening, causing the material
to behave more like a “sponge” or “dark body”. While the
behaviors of ion retention and sputtering of smooth materials
under different conditions have been well studied, including
ion energy [6], flux [22], fluence [22, 23], incident angle [24],
sample temperature [22–24] and existing defects [24], much
less is known regarding the effects of surface roughness and
porosity on ion retention/implantation and sputtering of mat
erials [16, 25]. Because LI is typically 1–10 nm, surface nanoporosity or nanofeatures should change a surface’s ion ‘albedo’
or ‘darkness’, and also its ion ‘matte’ or ‘gloss’.
Recently, the enhancement of ion retention by surface
roughness has been indicated by deuterium (D) retention
experiments in pre-damaged W [16]. Trapping of significant
amounts of D should take place in or close to the blister/protrusion in W pre-damaged by implantation with MeV ions,
and give rise to an additional peak in the thermal desorption
spectrum at 700 K [16]. This increased D retention is mainly
caused by the creation of defect sites/sinks like dislocations
around the blister cavities. In general rough surface features
reduce D retention due to shorter diffusion pathways to
the surface and thus higher D effusion from these surfaces.
The influence of roughness on out-diffusion is larger than
that on implantation. But if the contribution of D diffusion

and trapping to desorption is fixed, the ion implantation
increase would be the only key factor left to affect D retention. Reduced sputtering from rough/fuzzy surfaces has also
been recently reported. Based on mass loss measurements,
Nishijima et al have shown that the sputtering yield of fuzzy
W surfaces under 110 eV Ar-ion sputtering decreases with
increasing fuzz thickness and saturates at about 10% of that
of a smooth surface [12]. They attributed the reduction in
sputtering yield to the direct line-of-sight deposition of sputtered W atoms onto neighboring fuzz before ejection into the
plasma. Tanyeli et al also showed that their measured values of
the sputtering yield of metals with He-induced surface modifications are around one order of magnitude below the expected
one, due to the effect of surface morphology [2]. Doerner et al
[18–21] have systematically investigated the influence of surface morphology on the sputtering of beryllium (Be), for pure
Be exposed to high-flux [18] and high-fluence [19] un-seeded
[19] or Be-impurity-seeded D plasma [18, 20, 21] at room or
elevated temperatures [21]. They also found that Be erosion
by D plasma results in the development of a cone/grass-like
surface morphology. The resultant measured erosion rate is
almost an order of magnitude less than expected from simple
sputtering calculations, mainly due to the deposition of some
sputtered atoms on adjacent cones.
In fact, at energies sufficiently above the sputtering
threshold energy, Sigmund’s theory already proposes curvature-dependent sputtering [26]. Based on Sigmund’s theory,
and assuming symmetric surface structures, an analytical
formula for a morphology-dependent sputtering yield predicts a decrease in the sputtering yield with curvature [17].
However, real morphological changes are more complex than
a symmetrical structure defined by a finite number of param
eters, thus a larger deviation between calculated and exper
imental data is expected [2].
Therefore, modeling the relations between ion-implantation
increase/sputtering decrease and surface-roughness evolution
is necessary, though computationally challenging. Monte
Carlo (MC) simulations can predict some ion implantation
and sputtering behavior, showing the effects of roughness on
the sputtering yield [27–31]. In particular, fractal rough surface models have been introduced into MC simulations [29–
31] to capture more features of rough surfaces. Ruzic added
fractal geometry composed of an exact self-similar fractal into
the VF-TRIM code [29]. Kenmotsu et al also incorporated
a 2D fractal surface model into their ACAT code [30], and
set the fractal dimension to 2.1 to fit the experimental data.
Recently, Hu and Hassanein developed a new fractal version
of ITMC-F to study the impact of the surface roughness on the
angular dependence of sputtering yields; this was based on
random fractal surfaces generated by a midpoint displacement algorithm in computer graphics and a support vector
machine algorithm in pattern recognition [31]. However, these
fractal rough-surface models are either quite simplified with
the overall effect being other than the local effect of fractal
rough surfaces [29], or are relatively more complicated, with
several adjustable fitting parameters [30, 31]. Established
common codes like SRIM [32] still cannot treat heterogeneities structures, such as nanostructures and roughness. In
2
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addition, nearly all of these models emphasize the influence of
the incident angles on sputtering. Thus, the dependence of ion
implantation and sputtering yields on the surface roughness
should be studied more realistically and systematically.
By using the new IM3D code [33], a general and robust
approach has been developed to analyze ion-radiation damage
and the corresponding 3D spatial distributions of primary
defects in nanostructured materials under ion-beam irradiation. In this work, we propose a general rough-surface
geometry model based on the finite element triangular mesh
(FETM) algorithm [34] and successfully couple it into IM3D,
creating a way to reveal the effects of surface roughness on
ion implantation and sputtering in detail. Note that IM3D
can track processes (like ion implantation and sputtering) at
timescales of less than about 10 ps in general. Other key processes at longer timescales, namely the formation of surface
roughness in conjunction with the erosion and deposition by
the incident beam, are beyond the scope of this paper and are
not investigated.

parameters can thus be given, including electronic and nuclear
energy deposition, back-scattering/implanted ions, radiation
dose in DPA (displacements per atom), point defect concentrations, and sputtered atoms, etc. For 2D films and multilayers,
IM3D perfectly reproduces SRIM calculation results, and can
be ~102 times faster in serial execution and  >104 times faster
using a Beowulf parallel computer. For 3D problems, it provides a fast approach for analyzing the spatial distributions of
primary displacements and defect generation under ion irradiation. In general, a typical simulation of 105 ions in total with
energies of keV to MeV consumes only seconds to minutes on
a Beowulf cluster, even for complex 3D geometry.
2.2. Rough-surface generation

A simple rough-surface geometry model based on the FETM
approach is chosen here, reproducing the typical features of
a rough surface, as shown in SOM 2. Specifically, the height
of each mesh point, Z, on a square mesh with lattice constant
a (figure 1(a)), is sampled following the truncated Gaussian
distribution:

2. Methods

f (Z ) ∝ exp(−Z2 /2σ 2 ), Z ∈ [−3σ, 3σ ] .
(1)

All simulations are performed with IM3D [33] using the ‘full
cascades (FC)’ option, as shown below. This is always adopted
to follow the tracks of all ions and subsequent cascades using
binary collision approximation, since the ‘quick Kinchin–
Pease (QKP)’ [35, 36] option does not produce information
regarding the angular distribution of sputtered atoms. In addition, when the material feature size scale becomes nano-scale,
the nano-energetic and nano-geometric effects can take place
in collision cascades, as discussed in the supplementary online
material (SOM 1) (stacks.iop.org/NF/57/016038/mmedia).
For objects smaller than 20 nm, both of these two effects must
be taken into account, while for objects  >20 nm, the nanoenergetic effect is less important. Since in most cases the feature size of the roughness/fuzz induced by irradiation is larger
than 20 nm [37], the nano-energetic effect may be neglected.

Each square is then divided into two triangular elements by
randomly selecting diagonal directions to generate a triangular mesh, as shown in figure 1(a). Each peak/valley in a
complex polyhedron form is built according to the random
height of each mesh point (figure 1(b)), and an isotropic roughsurface mesh is thus constructed, as shown in figure 1(c). An
ensemble of rough surfaces can be constructed by adjusting
3σ and a. When 3σ  =  0 nm, the limiting case of a smooth surface is generated.
Compared to the fractal rough surface model [29–31],
this FETM-based geometry model [34] is simpler and more
intuitive, and can even reproduce realistic rough surfaces
according to the experimental AFM images with only two
adjustable parameters (3σ and a) [41]. Furthermore, it is also
a feasible and efficient framework for performing IM3D simulations, which can represent real scattering trajectories near
rough surfaces and simultaneously take into account of the
refraction effect of ongoing particles with respect to the local
surface normal [33, 34].

2.1. IM3D code

An open-source, parallel, 3D MC code, IM3D, is developed
for simulating the transport of ions through and the production of defects within nanostructured materials with excellent parallel scaling performance [33]. IM3D is based on fast
indexing of scattering integrals and the SRIM stopping power
database, and allows the user a choice of constructive solid
geometry (CSG) [38, 39] or the FETM [34, 40] method for
constructing 3D shapes and microstructures. It can thus model
arbitrarily complex 3D targets made of different geometric
elements, each composed of different materials. In addition,
the generation of point defects (i.e. interstitials and vacancies) can be modeled alternatively by the ‘QKP’ [35, 36] and
‘FC’ options. Both the 3D spatial distribution of ions and also
the kinetic phenomena associated with the ions’ energy loss,
such as amorphization, damage, sputtering, ionization, and
phonon production, can be calculated rapidly by IM3D while
following all target atom cascades in detail. Different output

3. Results
3.1. Trajectories of ions, recoils and sputtered atoms

The effects of factors like roughness (σ) and angle of incidence (θ) on the primary ion backscattering coefficient (η0)
and sputtering yield (Y) can therefore be quantitatively simulated. During irradiation, some of the incident ions enter and
remain in the matrix, while a fraction η0 are backscattered
from the surface, as shown in figure 2(a). In addition, cascade
damage in the matrix and sputtering near the surface occur
when the incoming ion energy is high enough. These physical
processes are shown in figures 2(b) and (c) by tracking the
trajectories of ions as well as recoil and sputtering atoms for
3
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the triangular mesh and (b) the polyhedra forming rough peaks. (c) A rough surface constructed by the FETM
method, and (d) a typical cross section of the asperities. (1) I0, (2) I1, and (3) I2 indicate the first backscatters of incident ions from a rough
peak, the shading of backscattered ions by an adjacent rough peak, and the secondary backscattering of shaded ions from the adjacent rough
peak, respectively. (e) The spatial distribution of D-ion implantation in W rough surface with 3σ  =  60 nm and a  =  50 nm.

Figure 2. (a) Schematic of ion incidence, backscattering and sputtering processes. The trajectories of ions, recoils, and sputtered atoms
for both (b) smooth (3σ  =  0 nm) and (c) rough (a  =  50 nm, 3σ  =  100 nm) W surfaces for 300 1 keV He ions at an incident angle of 70° are
shown. Single point and random square ion beams are used for the smooth and rough surfaces, respectively. All trajectories are projected
onto the y–z plane. The scale difference between (b) and (c) is due to the large mismatch between the ion penetration depth LI (about 12 nm)
and the spread characteristic length scale LR (about 200 nm) of the rough surface.
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Figure 3. Incident polar angle (θ) dependent (a) backscattering coefficient (η0) and (b) sputtering yield (Y0) of 100 eV D/1 keV He-ion

bombardment of smooth W surface (3σ  =  0 nm). The SRIM (calculated by SRIM-2013 [32] with default settings), TRIM.SP [42, 43] and
MD [48] values of the D backscattering coefficient, the TRIM.SP [42, 43] and experimental values [49] of the He backscattering coefficient
as well as the TRIM.SP [42], MD [46, 50] and experimental values [51–58] of the He sputtering yields for a smooth surface are also given
for comparison. Spline fitting lines are also drawn to guide the reader’s eye.

compared with TRIM.SP [42, 43] and experiment [49]. The
absolute value of Y0  =  0.03 atoms/ion for 1 keV He ions at
θ  =  0 is reasonably located between the values obtained by
TRIM.SP [42], MD [46, 50] and experiments [51–58]. Here,
default settings are used for simulating 100 eV D-ion bombardment of W by SRIM-2013 [32]. Note that Eckstein’s
data compilation [42, 43, 53, 59] is usually considered the
gold standard for ion reflection and sputtering. SRIM calcul
ations [32] have some issues like the misestimate of displacement damage [33, 60], the wrong angular distribution
of sputtered atoms for targets containing low Z elements [45]
and limitations in simulating sputtering yield close to the
threshold energy [61]. In any case, the absolute values of
η0 and Y0 will not affect the strength of the nano-geometric
effect, as shown below.
The angular distributions of outgoing ions/atoms’ polar
(θ′) and azimuthal (φ′) angles for both backscattered and
sputtered W atoms are shown in figure 4. The polar angle
distribution of outgoing ions/atoms for θ  =  0 (red line in
figures 4(a) and (e)) shows a characteristic sine relationship, Asin(2θ′), as indicated in previous studies [44, 62].
In addition, the most probable θ′ increases with θ, which
is also consistent with MD simulations [44]. The φ′ distribution of backscattered ions is uniform for θ  =  0 [44],
but it becomes more and more anisotropic with increasing
θ. Compared to D ions, the peaks in the θ′, φ′ distributions of backscattered He ions are a little sharper. The θ′
and φ′ distributions of sputtered W atoms under 1 keV
He-ion irradiation also follow similar trends except for
three minor differences: (a) the most probable outgoing θ′
is 55° at θ  >  70°, (b) a broader peak of φ′ is near the value
of θ, and (c) a small decrease appears at glancing incident angles, as shown in figure 3(b). The sputtering yields,
which first increase and then decrease with increasing θ,
as well as the anisotropic distribution of sputtering atoms
at glancing incidence, are consistent with other predictions
[42–45, 53, 59].

W bulk with both smooth (3σ  =  0 nm) and rough (a  =  50 nm,
3σ  =  
100 nm) surfaces. At glancing incidence (θ  =  70°),
most of the backscattered ions and sputtered atoms can escape
from the smooth surface, while for the rough surface they are
re-intercepted by the rough peaks (‘shading effect’). Only a
small fraction of them may escape, nearly vertically from the
rough surface. Thus, the roughness σ and incident angle θ are
two key factors, as discussed in detail below. Also, the angular
distributions of backscattered ions and sputtered atoms also
depend on the roughness, giving the ‘albedo’ and ‘matte’
properties, as in optics.
3.2. Smooth W surface

The smooth W surface (3σ  =  0 nm) is examined first as a
reference. The θ-dependent backscattering coefficient (η0)
and sputtering yield (Y0) under 100 eV D- or 1 keV He-ion
bombardment are calculated by IM3D, as shown in figure 3.
Both η0 and Y0 increase with increasing θ, except for a small
decrease in Y0 for θ  >  85°. The trend is consistent with previous analytical [17], simulation [42–46] and experimental
results [45, 47], but with the absolute values a little lower
than that of Eckstein, except for Y0 at glancing incidence.
Note that we have taken into account the refraction effect
at surfaces/interfaces in IM3D, which should decrease
the probability of ion outgoing from surface especially at
glancing incidence. Low-ion backscattering further causes
the increases of sputtering yields, thus resulting in a higher
value of Y0 at glancing incidence by IM3D compared to that
of Eckstein. The absolute value of η0  =  0.57 for 100 eV D
ions at normal incidence (θ  =  0) is a little higher than that
of MD [48] due to the exclusion of the channeling effect,
and is reasonably located between values obtained by SRIM2013 [32] and TRIM.SP [42, 43] due to the differences in
the detailed treatment of ion scattering and geometry framework in IM3D. The absolute value of η0  =  0.47 atoms/ion
for 1 keV He ions at θ  =  0 is in a reasonable range when
5
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Figure 4. (a) Polar (θ′) and (b) azimuthal (φ′) angle distributions of backscattered D ions from smooth W surface under 100 eV D-ion

irradiation with different incident angles (θ). (c) θ′ and (d) φ′ distributions of backscattered He ions, and (e) θ′ and ( f ) φ′ distributions of
sputtered W atoms from smooth W surface under 1 keV He-ion irradiation with different θ. The red lines in (a) and (e) show a sine fit to θ′
at normal incidence (θ  =  0).

shown in figures 5(a) and (b), respectively. The D ion depth
distribution follows a Gaussian function, whose full width at
half maximum (FWHM) increases with increasing 3σ and
also nearly equals the FWHM of the surface roughness. This
illustrates that the nano-geometric effect mainly influences
ion implantation, and the ion penetration depth is just another
small contribution. As shown in figure 5(b), I increases with
increasing 3σ and decreases with increasing θ. It is dominated by the interplay of backscattering enhancement with

3.3. Rough W surface

First, 100 eV D-ion irradiation with finite surface roughness
(3σ  =  0–1000 nm, a  =  50 nm) is simulated. The 3D spatial
distribution of D-ion implantation I=1− η (i.e. the fraction of
D-ion deposition in W to total D fluence) in the W surface is
shown in figure 1(e). D ions are mainly distributed in the nearsurface region, several nm deep, and fluctuate along with the
rough peaks and valleys. The depth distribution of D in rough
W at normal incidence and the relation of I to 3σ and θ are
6
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Figure 5. (a) D-ion depth distributions (black lines) for W rough surface with 3σ varying from 0–100 nm and a  =  50 nm, under 100 eV
random D-ion irradiation at normal incidence (θ  = 0). The depth distribution of D is obtained by integrating D spatial distribution along
the two orthogonal directions parallel to the surface. The red lines show the convolution of the Gaussian function with σ and D-ion depth
distribution for a smooth W surface. Here ‘0’ depth is defined as Z equal to -3σ, referring to the mean height of surface roughness. (b)
D-ion implantation I for W rough surface with 3σ varying from 0–1000 nm and a  =  50 nm, under the irradiation of a 100 eV random D-ion
beam with different incident polar angles (θ).

Figure 6. (a) He-ion implantation I and (b) sputtering yields Y for a W rough surface with 3σ varying from 0–1000 nm and a  =  50 nm,
under irradiation by 1 keV randomly-oriented He ions with different incident polar angles (θ).

compared to the shading suppression. The reduction of Y
with increasing σ comes mainly from the direct line-ofsight deposition of a large fraction of low-energy sputtered
atoms onto neighboring asperities [12]. In addition, there
is a small decrease at θ  >  85° for different σ, as shown in
figure 3(b)), which is caused by increased ion backscattering at glancing θ.
Thus, low-roughness surfaces under ion irradiation with
large incident polar angles and high-roughness surfaces
under ion irradiation with small incident polar angles exhibit
dramatically reduced ion implantation and sputtering of W,
respectively. At 400 °C –800 °C in ITER [8], implanted D/T/
He atoms will diffuse quickly, some of which would desorb
from the surface, while the other portion would be trapped
by the enhanced interfacial area of the nanostructured surface
[63]. It is a very complex dynamic process for the retention

the effective incident angles α (related to 3σ and θ) and the
shading effect by rough peaks for different roughness, as mentioned in the next section.
Next, 1 keV He-ion sputtering of W is simulated using
the same geometry, with the results given in figure 6. The
same trend of increasing He-ion implantation with roughness and incident polar angles is shown in figure 6(a).
Surface sputtering would occur when the energy of He ions
used is high enough (>107 eV). Accordingly, the variation
of Y with 3σ and θ is shown in figure 6(b). The opposite
trend is found compared to the relationship between I and
3σ and θ. Y for He ions decreases with increasing σ, which
is consistent with recent experiments (as shown in figure 7)
[2, 12] except for a minor increase for 3σ  <  50 nm at small
θ. The minor increase of Y for 3σ  <  50 nm at small θ is
mainly due to the domination of sputtering enhancement
7
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Figure 8. The D-ion implantation I calculated by IM3D and
estimated by equation (4) using 3σ  =  0–1000 nm for W rough
surface with a  =  50 nm. 100 eV D-ion beam with random normal
incidence is applied here. The SRIM (calculated by SRIM-2013
[32] with default settings), TRIM.SP [42] and MD [48] values
of D-ion implantation for a smooth surface are also given for
comparison.

Figure 7. Comparison of IM3D-calculated sputtering yields
Yrough /Ysmooth with experimental results [12], for 110 eV Ar-ion
sputtering of W rough surfaces with a  =  50 nm and feature length Lt
ranging from 0–2 µm. A spline fitting line is also drawn to guide the
reader’s eye.

of implanted ions in W in view of the simultaneous effects
of ion implantation, diffusion and trapping at finite temper
ature and longer timescales. Moreover, the high surface area
may further aggravate implanted-atom desorption. In fact, we
have previously systematically investigated He [64, 65] and
D [66, 67] retention behaviors in smooth surface W by combining binary collision and cluster dynamics models. When
the major contribution of diffusion and trapping to atom desorption is fixed, ion implantation would be the only key factor
left to affect the retention of these species.
Finally, the reliability of IM3D’s predictions is evaluated
by comparing them to existing experiments. As shown in
figure 7, the sputtering yield of rough W (3σ from 0–2 µm)
under 110 eV of Ar-ion irradiation given by IM3D agrees well
for small feature lengths Lt to that of fuzzy W by mass loss
measurements, while larger features show less agreement.
The sputtering yield of 0.046 atoms/ion was obtained for
the smooth W surface, which agrees well with the TRIM.SP
calculation [42] and measurements from ion beams [59] and
plasma (0.05  ±  0.002) [12]. The Yrough /Ysmooth ratio decreases
with the increasing feature length Lt, which agrees with
experiments [12] when taking a  =  50 nm. In the experiment
Lt denotes the fuzzy layer thickness measured from SEM
cross sections or estimated from the surface temperature and
the plasma exposure time by a t1/2 dependence; in the simulation meanwhile, it is selected as the roughness amplitude 3σ
which is on the same level of the measured layer thickness.
Nishijima et al pointed out that this trend is consistent with
the change in the complementary fuzz porosity [12]. Because
the fuzz porosity is a characteristic parameter of surface
morphology and increases with Lt, it should thus have a similar trend with surface roughness amplitude. IM3D values are
a little lower than those of the experiment; this might be due
to the simplicity of its rough surface model and the underestimation of the rough peak interval a and the feature length
Lt (~3σ). While it is difficult to determine an exact value of
the experimental peak interval for different fuzzy structures,

setting a to 50 nm should be physically reasonable, since the
feature size of fuzzy structures is usually in the range of 10s
of nm [37].
3.4. Connecting smooth-surface results with rough-surface
results

In order to describe the analytical relationship of I versus σ
(the shading effect), a simple formula is proposed at normal
incidence; this is indicated by the black solid line in figures 8
and 9(a). As shown in figures 1(b) and (d), the slope angle α
of a surface facet can be defined as α ≡ arctan(∆Z /a ), where
∆Z is the profile element height (the sum of the height of the
peak and depth of the valley of a triangular element). The
mean value of the slope angles, α , can be estimated by averaging with the Gaussian distribution for the rough surfaces
with 3σ  =  0–1000 nm and a  =  50 nm, as shown in SOM 2. As
shown in figure 1(d), the effective incident angle of normalincidence (θ  =  0) ions is approximately equal to α. Thus, to
a zeroth-order approximation (only taking into account the
backscattering effect related to α but not the shading effect
due to rough peaks), the ion implantation is defined as (green
dotted line in figures 8 and 9(a)),
I0(α ) ≡ 1 − η0(α ),
(2)

where η0(α ) is the flat-surface backscattering coefficient as a
function of the mean effective incident angle (also equal to α
as defined in SOM 2), which was calculated by IM3D directly
for an infinite, smooth surface (magenta, short dashed lines in
figures 8 and 9(a)).
In fact, a fraction of backscattered ions would be
shaded by surface asperities. Only backscattered ions exiting
within a critical polar angle range θ ′ < (90°− α )+ arctan
[(2a − Z ⋅ tan(90°− α ))/Z ] could be shaded, as discussed
in SOM 3. The emission probability or the complementary
shading probability (Ps) are thus estimated by numerically
integrating the exact angular distribution of outgoing ions
8
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Figure 9. (a) The He-ion implantation I calculated by IM3D and estimated by equation (4), as well as (b) the sputtering yield Y calculated
by IM3D and estimated by equation (5), along with 3σ from 0–1000 nm for rough W with a  =  50 nm. 1 keV He-ion beam with random
normal incidence is applied here. The TRIM.SP [42] and experimental values [49] of He-ion implantation I0 as well as the TRIM.SP [42],
MD [46, 50] and experimental values [51–58] of He sputtering yields Y0 for a smooth surface are also given for comparison.

within the emission solid angle, and from zero to the mean
profile element height ∆Z of rough peaks, as shown in figures 8 and 9(a) (blue dashed line) and discussed in SOM 3.
The angular distribution of backscattered ions/sputtered atoms
is anisotropic related to the incident energies and directions of
ions, as shown in [12, 44, 45] and in SOM 3 has been already
included in the estimation of Ps automatically. Therefore, if
we suppose that all the shaded ions are deposited in asperities as a first-order approximation, the ion implantation can
be described by,


I1 = 1 − η0(α )+ η0(α )⋅ Ps.

ions. In fact, this approximation is more reasonable for large
σ, as discussed in SOM 4.
As shown in figures 8 and 9(a), a good agreement has been
reached between the IM3D results (black solid line) and the
estimations made by equation (4) (red line), which illustrates
that the relationship proposed here is quite robust. Under the
critical roughness amplitude of 3σ  =  50 nm, the backscattering effect η0(α ) dominates the primary ion implantation in
W. The shading effect appears after 3σ  >  50 nm, and becomes
more important to ion implantation in W with increasing
3σ. The interplay between these two effects changes the ion
implantation in rough W. The small deviation between the
calculated and analytical results mainly comes from the estimation of I2 when employing I 20 for lower-energy secondary
backscattered ions, as discussed in SOM 4.
Similarly, the relationship of Y versus σ can also be
described by a simple analytical expression, by taking into
account the shading (Ps) of primary sputtered W atoms by
surface asperities,

(3)

If we consider that there is still some probability for the
shaded ions to escape from asperities, a more accurate estimation of the ion implantation in the rough surface can be given
by a second-order approximation,


I2 = 1 − η0(α ) + I 20 ⋅ η0(α ) ⋅ Ps.

(4)

Here, the secondary implantation I 20 = 1 − η0(α )+ I1 ⋅ η0(α )⋅ Ps
(I1 is used as an initial guess), as I 20 should be smaller than I1



due to the lower energies and shading probability of secondary
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Y = A(α ) ⋅ Y0(α ) ⋅ (1 − Ps ),

(5)
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where Y0(α ) is the α -dependent sputtering yield of the smooth
surface, as shown in figure 3(b). A(α ) is an α -dependent coefficient relating the secondary sputtering to reflected He ions
or sputtered W atoms, which would increase with increasing
Y0(α ) and reach a saturation value quickly. A(α ) is much complicated for random rough surfaces, but saturates quickly due
to the shading rate approaching unity at high σ, as discussed
in SOM 4. For simplicity, we neglect the secondary sputtering
effect here and set A(α ) = 1, as the emitted atoms could
induce less serious secondary surface sputtering when their
mean energy is close to/under the threshold energy that can
cause W sputtering. In figure 9(b), a consistent trend between
IM3D and equation (5) is obtained except for an underestimation of values due to the exclusion of secondary sputtering
in the analytical expression. In fact, the secondary sputtering
effect will induce about 45% extra sputtered atoms for rough
W under 1 keV He-ion irradiation, as shown in SOM 4.
4. Summary and discussions
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Supplementary Materials

S1. The nano-energetic and nano-geometric effects
As the size of nano-features becomes comparable to the sizes of the collision cascade or sub-cascades, the
high surface-to-volume ratio of nanostructured materials induce two new effects, which we call the
nano-energetic effect and nano-geometric effect. Due to quantum confinement, surface stress and elastic
interactions, fundamental material energetics such as electronic stopping power and displacement energy
(Ed) could change with the size reduction, which causes the nano-energetic (N-E) effect. Meanwhile, the
nano-geometric (N-G) effect will also influence the trajectory of an ion when it moves through different
material zones, in processes such as trajectory emission, re-entry, sputtering, and shading [1].
Here we estimate the exact roles of these two effects on primary radiation damage in nanostructures.
A regular column is used as a typical model for a class of nanostructured materials, such as nanowires,
nanoporous structures, and “fuzz” [2-4]. Thus, a typical columnar nano-system constructed by the
Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) algorithm in IM3D is selected here. The vacancy depth-distribution
in a gold column target under normally incident, 45 keV Ne-ion implantation is shown in figure S1. Due
to the N-G effect, the range of vacancy depth-distributions (figure S1(a)) and the total number of
vacancies (figure S1(b)) both increase with increasing column diameters, and finally approach the bulk
value after a critical diameter of around 200 nm. When the column size is smaller than a critical value LC,
the N-E effect can contribute up to 50% of defect production (figure S1(c)), which should not be neglected.
Here, LC has a value of about 20 nm, as it is known that the thermodynamic properties change less
sensitively with object sizes above 20 nm [5].

1

Figure S1. (a) The depth-distributions and (b) total number of vacancies calculated by IM3D and fitted by equation
(A2) and (A5), as well as (c) the contribution of the N-E effect to the total number of vacancies, for a gold nanowire
with different diameters under 45 keV Ne-ion irradiation with a centered, normally-incident beam. The inserted
figure in (a) shows the radial distribution of vacancies in Au bulk.

Assume that the radial distribution of radiation defects such as vacancies, N(r), produced by an ion
in a semi-infinite bulk target follows an exponential decay (as shown by the inserted figure in figure
S1(a)),

N ( r ) = N 0e-r t , r Î éë0,

2

¥) ,

(A1)

where, N0 is the number of defects at r = 0 and t is the effective attenuation length of defects in radial
direction (here chosen as 12.5 nm). The amount of defects in this nanowire can be obtained by integrating
equation (A1) over the volume of the symmetric column (see figure S1(a)),

Nd ( R) = ò

R

0

ò

2p

0

N ( r ) ×r dr dq = 2p N 0t 2 × éë1- (1+ R t ) × e-R t ùû = N d0 × éë1- (1+ R t ) × e-R t ùû , (A2)

where R is the radius of the column, and N d0 = 2p N 0t 2 is the defect concentration in the bulk. Equation
(A2) can describe the total amount of vacancies calculated by IM3D when the diameter (D = 2R) of the
column is larger than LC, as shown in figure S1(b). Moreover, this integration method can also be
extended to consider the N-G effect in convex, arbitrarily complex nanostructures by numerical
integration along their whole volume.
However, as the column diameter becomes smaller than LC, the N-E effect appears and becomes
more and more important with decreasing diameter [5], as shown in figure S1(c). Assuming that the
displacement and binding energies follow a universal relationship to the thermodynamic properties of the
material (such as cohesive energy, vacancy formation energy, or diffusion activation energy) along with
the diameter D of the nanostructure, we define the strength of the N-E effect as [6-8],
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where Sb is the bulk solid-vapor transition entropy (106.8 J mol-1 K-1 for Au [7]), Rc is the ideal gas
constant, and h is the nearest inter-atomic spacing (0.288 nm for Au [7]). Primary defect production will
therefore be inversely proportional to the column size. Furthermore, the N-E effect can also affect the
electronic energy loss during ion transport in nanostructured materials. The electronic energy loss is
defined to be proportional to the transport trajectory length l (valid at least for any case but ultrathin solid
targets [9]), the atomic density n and the scattering cross-section e [10],

 dE 
Ee  
  l  n  e .
 dx e

3

(A4)

The change of energy loss caused by the N-E effect only comes from the contribution of the density
change of nanostructured materials. This is because the scattering cross-section is only a single atom
property under binary collision approximation (BCA), and the transport trajectory length is not an intrinsic
material property. The influence of the N-E effect on density changes is much complex with no universal
relationship, which may increase or decrease with decreasing nanostructure size [6, 11]. Fortunately, the
effect of size on the density can be neglected due to the change of the nearest inter-atomic spacing h being
only 0.1-3% when R < 10 nm (or D < 20 nm) [6, 12]. Hence, in IM3D, we can estimate the N-E effect on
defect production by just adjusting the threshold energies with equation (A3). The revised IM3D results of
total vacancy number with the diameter of nanostructures are given in figure S1(b). Due to the N-E effect,
the number of vacancies is higher (up to 50%) than that of only taking account of the N-G effect,
especially when the size of the structures declines (figure S1(c)).
In order to analyze the respective contributions from the N-E effect and N-G effect, we modify the
well-known Norgett-Robinson-Torrens (NRT) model (

NNRT = 0.8Ev 2Ed , an inverse proportion

between the defect production and the displacement energy Ed for Ev  2Ed 0.8 , where Ev is the energy
which goes into nuclear collisions) [13, 14] to simply estimate the defect production as,
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 3Rc 4 R h  1 
where ND(R) and N D0 are the defect production terms in a column with radius R and in the bulk,
respectively.
The vacancy production calculated by equation (A5) is also shown in figure S1(b). The proposed
analytical estimations better describe the calculated vacancy-diameter relation. In particular, the
contribution of the N-E effect to the total amount of vacancies estimated by IM3D and equation (A5) is
nearly the same (figure S1 (c)). It thus directly illustrates that the N-E and N-G effect are the main factors
to the distributions of primary radiation damage in nanostructured materials. The relative deviation
between IM3D results and equations ((A2) and (A5)) is considerable, especially in the size-range of D <
4

40 nm, which should mainly come from the inability of the exponential decay (equation (A1)) to fit the
relationship of the radial distribution of vacancies exactly, especially when r is small. In IM3D, we can
consider the bulk energetic parameters to be valid when the target size is larger than LC. For objects
smaller than LC, IM3D can use a set of modified parameters to account for the N-E effect.
Fortunately, the typical feature size of roughness peaks or fuzzy structures in metals under low
energy ion irradiation is in the range of 10’s of nm (50 nm is used in our model). Thus, the N-E effect can
be reasonably neglected, as also shown by the good agreement between IM3D simulations, and analytical
and experimental results (figures 8 and 9 in the main text). Thus, we just highlight the important role of
N-G effect on the ion radiation albedo effect.

S2. Surface texture parameters in a Gaussian-type rough surface profile

Figure S2. Schematic of the surface texture parameters in a Gaussian-type rough surface profile.

The Gaussian-type rough surface proposed here is a simple and typical surface texture according to the
definition in ISO 4287 [15]. ISO 4287 specifies terms, definitions and parameters for the determination of
surface texture (roughness, waviness, and primary profile) by profiling methods, where the surface profile
results from the intersection of the real surface by a specified plane. The surface texture parameters of
Gaussian-type rough surface profile can thus be given as following (figure S2). The measured mean line
5

for the roughness profile is at Z = 0, the material length of profile L at level Z = 0 is proportional to a, both
the maximum profile peak height Zp and maximum profile valley depth Zv are equal to 3, and the mean
width of profile element W is about 2a. In particular, the profile element height Z   0  (sum of the
height of the peak and depth of the valley of a rough profile element) also follows the truncated Gaussian
distribution,

F  Z   exp   Z 2 2 '2  , Z  0,3 2 ' ,

Z
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The mean local slope angle of rough surface (or the mean effective incident angle of ions),  , can
thus be determined as,
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arctan(Z a)  exp   Z 2 2 '2  d Z

where   arctan  Z a  is defined as the slope angle of the rough surfaces. Because no analytical
solution for this equation exists, a numerical plot of  is given in figure S3. In addition, rough peaks
would shade the outgoing ions/atoms. The shading probability is determined by the mean profile element
height of Gaussian-type surface asperities,
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Figure S3. Roughness amplitude-dependent mean slope angles of rough surfaces/ion effective incident angles (  ),
and the mean profile element height ( Z ) for the shading effects of outgoing ions/atoms.

S3. Shading probability of rough surfaces
When including the anisotropic effect, the general scheme diagram for ion incidence, reflection, and
sputtering from rough surfaces is shown in figure S4. Only the backscattered ions and sputtered atoms
exiting within a solid angle Ω can escape from a rough surface. The emission polar angle (') range, for
ion beam bombardment at a distance Z from rough peaks with an effective incident angle  , can be
given as,

 2a  Z  tan  90    
.
Z



 '   90     arctan 

(A9)


The emission probability pe at Z can thus be obtained by numerically integrating the anisotropic

distribution of outgoing ions/atoms within the solid angle Ω, with a maximum polar angle ' and a
symmetric azimuthal angle ' relative to the symmetry axis of the solid angle Ω. The total emission
probability Pe is then obtained by numerically integrating the spatial distribution of ion backscattering and
sputtering at normal incidence from zero to the mean profile element height Z of rough peaks.
Accordingly, the shading probability is Ps = 1 - Pe, as given in figure S5. The shading probability of ion
7

backscattering barely changes with ion types and energies. The shading probability of sputtering is a little
higher than that of ion backscattering, due to a more anisotropic distribution of sputtered atoms with the
strong memory effect of the incident angle. In contrast, the angular distribution of He ion backscattering is
more uniform, as ions with higher energy can penetrate deeper (and more often) into the substrate and
collide with multiply substrate atoms, hence losing their memory of the incoming angle [16].

Figure S4. Schematic of ion incidence, reflection and sputtering from rough surface. The hemispherical distribution
shows the anisotropic outgoing ions.

Figure S5. Roughness amplitude-dependent shading probability (Ps) for the anisotropic distribution of ion
backscattering and sputtering, for roughened W under 100 eV D- and 1 keV He-ion irradiation.
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S4. Validation of the relationship between primary retention/sputtering yield and roughness
amplitude
In describing the relationship of primary ion retention rates with roughness amplitude, we assume

I 20 » 1- h (a ) + I1 × h (a ) × Ps (I1 is used as an initial guess) as the secondary retention rate. It should be a
good approximation as shown in figure S6. I 20 is much closer to the actual secondary retention rate (blue
line) with roughness amplitude 3 for both 100 eV D and 1 keV He ions, at least for large . However, a
considerable deviation between I 20 and the actual secondary retention rate can be found when 3 is
smaller than about 100 nm. Fortunately, because the shading property at this amplitude region is also
vanishing quickly, the contribution of this deviation is suppressed as shown in figures 4 and 5 in the main
text.

Figure S6. Comparison of the ion implantation I of the secondary shading process, for W with different  (a) under
100 eV D- and (b) 1 keV He-ion irradiation. Here, I1 is calculated by equation (3) in the main text,

I 20

is calculated

by equation (4) in the main text with I1 as the initial guess, and the actual secondary retention rate (blue line) is
calculated by the backward formula of equation (4) with IM3D results.





In describing the relationship between ion sputtering yields ( Y  ,  ' ) and roughness amplitude (3), we
set A    1 in equation (5) in the main text for simplicity. Indeed, the coefficient A   is rather
complex, which is mainly related to the secondary sputtering of backscattered He ions or sputtered W
9

atoms. We neglected this effect in the main text, considering that the emitted atoms will induce less
serious surface sputtering when their mean energy is close to/under the threshold energy that can cause W
sputtering. Here, we consider the validity of this approximation, by estimating the value of the coefficient

A   as the ratio between the values of Y  ,  '  calculated analytically and by IM3D, as given in
figure S7. A   increases with increasing 3 quickly, reaching a saturation value after 3 = 200 nm.
Thus, the secondary sputtering effect induces about 45% extra sputtered atoms for rough W under 1 keV
He-ion irradiation.

Figure S7. Incident-angle dependent coefficient A   (related to the secondary sputtering) with the roughness
amplitude (3).
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